[Variation in the R-R intervals on the electrocardiogram. A new diagnostic method in cardiology].
Periodic heart rate fluctuation depends on the oscillation of sympathetic and vagal activation of the heart. Periodic retardation and acceleration of heart rate related to respiration and to blood pressure changes can be registered on the ECG as the "variability of R-R intervals". Testing procedures of the variability of R-R intervals at rest, during deep breathing, daily activities, during exercise and other stress tests are described in the paper. For the evaluation of the R-R interval's variability, current statistical methods are used (e.g. mean with standard deviation, variation coefficient, mean beat to beat differences in R-R intervals etc.). Power spectral analysis in the variability of 200-600 successive R-R intervals commonly performed today uses either rapid Fourier transformation or the autoregulation model. The analysis shows high- and low frequency peaks corresponding to the rapid and slow oscillations in heart rate. Evaluation of the R-R interval variability, especially using power spectrum analysis, gave good results in testing drugs, e.g., beta blockers, calcium antagonists and antiarrhythmic drugs. Variability of R-R intervals is reduced in conditions affecting the cardiac autonomous nervous system such as diabetes. It is also decreased in patients with ischaemic heart disease and in those with cardiac failure of different aetiology. The decrease is not an expression of the disease itself: it shows an alteration in neurovegetative tonicity in the particular disease condition. The decreased variability of R-R intervals in patients with ischaemic heart disease has an important prognostic value. The predominance of the sympathetic over the depressed vagal activity signalizes an increased risk of sudden coronary death.